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Introducing the C8051T62x/32x 

 Reduce cost, simplify design and shorten development time
 USB crystal-less operation capability
 Best-in-class analog capabilities five times faster than any competitor
 Accomplish more work in less time with a high performance processing core
 OTP versions for very cost-sensitive applications

 Accelerate time-to-market 
 Production-ready software drivers 
 Step-by-step application notes and code

examples
 Easy-to-use development tools

 Pin and code compatible enabling an easy migration path
 OTP C8051T32x is compatible with Flash-based C8051F32x enabling a cost 

reduction path

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The new C8051T62x/T32x USB families are designed to reduce cost, simplify design and shorten development time.  These products are based on a crystal-less operation capability that enables the USB module to operate in low and full speeds without the need for an expensive high precision external crystal thereby lowering BOM cost.  They also integrate high-performance analog functions such as high-precision ADCs and high speed comparators which are five times faster than competitive USB products.  This enables customers to implement sophisticated data acquisition systems or take high precision measurements.  In addition, our high-speed, pipelined 8051-compatible MCU core enables customers to accomplish more work in less time. This reduces power consumption by allowing the system to stay in low power modes for longer periods of time.  OTP (one time programmable) versions are also available for cost-sensitive applications (C8051T62x/32x) .Production ready-software drivers, step-by-step application notes, code examples, and easy-to-learn development tools accelerate time-to-market.  These are available at www.silabs.com/USBThese product families are pin and code compatible with legacy products enabling an easy migration path while simultaneously giving customers some new and enhanced features. The C8051T32x OTP device is pin and code compatible with the flash-based C8051F32x enabling a cost reduction path.
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 Typical USB microcontrollers lack high-precision analog capabilities 
creating a more complex and expensive system solution
 Higher BOM cost: external components are required 
 Significant hardware and software design effort 

 Most applications require more than just USB connectivity
 Most MCUs are designed to enable only USB connectivity
 Multi-tasking operation can quickly saturate CPU performance 

 Competitive limitations
 External analog components are required increasing BOM cost and complexity
 Expensive high-end or chip set solutions are implemented to overcome performance 

bottleneck 

USB Design Challenges

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s have a quick look on the design challenges that are commonly faced when designing a USB-based product.  Most USB microcontrollers on the market have limited or no high precision analog capabilities. this forces customers to add external components thereby increasing BOM cost and design complexity.A typical application also requires more than just USB connectivity.  For example, a data logging system may require reading an external sensor and computing some data to provide some results that can be sent to a computer via USB.  In this case, if the microcontroller provides limited CPU performance the system will experience performance bottlenecks which compromises the application.Silicon Labs’ USB solutions are fully integrated mixed-signal MCUs that provide full system-on-a-chip integration. They eliminate unnecessary cost and complexity associated with adding external components yet still provide high computing power capabilities.
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OTP and Flash Device Differences
C8051T62x/32x vs. C8051F34A
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Code Memory Storage

 Flash memory used on C8051F34A family

 Byte-programmable EPROM code memory on the C8051T62x/32x 
families
 When pre-fetch engine is enabled (default) timing is similar to flash devices
 Porting considerations 

• Insure no firmware routines exist to erase code memory
• In application firmware can write to memory, but only once

 Add a 4.7 uF capacitor to enable programming the VPP pin to ground
• C8051T62x and C8051T32x devices

Feature C8051F34A C8051T62x/32x

Code memory can be erased and reprogrammed Yes No

Programming voltage (VPP) required to program code memory No Yes

Code memory can be erased from firmware on the device Yes No

Code memory can be written from firmware on the device Yes

Code memory can be read from firmware on the device Yes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The most obvious difference between the C8051F34A and the C8051T62x/T32x devices is the code memory storage technology. On the C8051F34A device, Flash memory is used, while on the C8051T62x and C8051T32x devices, a byte-programmable EPROM code memory architecture is used. EPROM memory can be programmed one byte at a time but cannot be erased. The impact of code storage technology on the development of T62x/T32x firmware is minimal. When developing firmware for the C8051T62x or C8051T32x on the C8051F34A or porting an existing design from any C8051F34x device, insure that there are no firmware routines intended to erase areas of code memory, as they will not have any effect on the C8051T62x or C8051T32x. Firmware can write to code memory on the C8051T62x and C8051T32x using in-application programming; however, each bit can only be cleared once and can never be reset.
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Special Function Registers (SFR) (1 of 2)

 Differences related to 
functionality and features 

 SFRs can exist in one family and 
not another 
 Reading and writing these registers 

does not cause any problems if not 
present

 Porting considerations
• None

 Example: P3 register is not found in 
the C8051T622 and is on the F34A

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The special function register (SFR) memory map of the C8051T62x and C8051T32x is very similar to the SFR memory map of the C8051F34A. However, there are a few differences related to functionality and features found only on certain devices. Fortunately, SFRs that exist in one family but not another can be safely written and read on the other devices without causing a problem. Likewise, certain registers have additional bits defined that are not present on all devices. In these cases, the default bit settings are safe to write, and the read values of those bits are defined in the data sheet.  The example shown here is the P3 register.  It is only found in the flash version and not in any of the others.  In typical OTP development this register would not even be used, however if porting from an existing design that used the P3 register no adverse affects would be seen by writing to that SFR location.
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Special Function Registers (SFR) (2 of 2)

 Some registers have additional 
bits defined
 Peripheral behavior remains 

unchanged if the default settings are 
used

 Porting considerations
• To maintain functionality verify that 

default bit settings are used for 
additional bits in common registers

 Example: 
• REF0CN register adds REFBGS to 

halve the ADC reference voltage
• Default setting maintains functionality 

with the C8051F34A

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this example the REF0CN register has additional bits that enable the new reference voltage features.  For example, the REFBGS bit enables the 1x or 2x gain of the reference voltage.  This provides a 1.2 V or 2.4 V reference to the ADC.  This flexibility enables the designer to maximize the dynamic range of the system and increase sensitivity where necessary.
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 ADC sample rate increase to 500 ksps
 SAR clock increased to 8.33 MHz

 Gain setting of 0.5x now available

 Single ended inputs only

 External conversion start timing 
provides additional options

Analog Considerations

ADC Diagram

ADC CNVSTR Timing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
During a conversion, the SAR ADC is normally in one of two different phases, “tracking” or “converting.”  Establishing the faster conversion rate requires programming the device to a faster SAR clock frequency. During the tracking phase, the ADC's sampling capacitor is connected to the external pin input through the analog multiplexer. When a conversion is initiated by the selected start-of-conversion source, the sampling capacitor is disconnected from the input, and the SAR conversion is performed. To speed up the conversion time and allow enough tracking time, the SAR clock must be set to a higher rate. The ADC contains a subset of the multiplexing features found on the C8051F34A.  Only the positive channel (AIN+) of the ADC is available, meaning that only single ended measurements are possible (from AIN+ to GND). When developing code for the C8051T620/T320/T321 on the C8051F34A, the five LSBs of the AMX0N register should always be written to 11111b (binary). This will select GND as the negative input on the C8051F34A’s ADC and perform a single-ended measurement. In addition to the 1x gain setting of the C8051F34A's ADC, C8051T620/T320/T321 devices have a gain setting of 0.5x. If the CNVSTR pin is used to begin conversions on the ADC, it is important to note the differences in timing between the different families. On the C8051F34A, the rising edge of CNVSTR always ends tracking mode and begins a conversion. On other devices, when the AD0TM bit is set to 0, conversions are initiated on the rising edge of CNVSTR, and tracking occurs when CNVSTR is low. On the ‘T620/T320/T321, if AD0TM is set to 1, tracking occurs any time a conversion is not in progress and lasts an additional three SAR clocks after the rising edge of CNVSTR.
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 More voltage reference options

 Calibrated temperature sensor

 Porting considerations
 AMX0CN register should always be written  as 11111b
 Default register settings for the reference selection maintain functionality
 Temperature sensors have different transfer functions and firmware should be adjusted 

accordingly

Analog Considerations

VREF Diagram

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On the C8051F34A, the ADC can use one of three different voltage reference options: the VDD supply pin, an external reference applied to the VREF pin, or the on-chip 2.4 V reference voltage routed to the VREF pin. In the C8051T620/T320/T321 family, two additional voltage reference options are available. By setting the REGOVR bit in the REF0CN register, the ADC can use the internal regulator as the voltage reference for the ADC. If using the on-chip reference voltage generator, the REFBGS bit can also be used to switch between 1.2 V and 2.4 V. Use of the temperature sensor is very similar to that on the C8051F34A. However, the transfer functions of the temperature sensors on each device family are different. Different values for the offset and slope of the temperature sensor are necessary to accurately calculate the temperature on each device family.  Additionally, to help remove some of the error due to part-to-part variations, the temperature sensor output has been measured during production test for each device and stored in EPROM.  The value represents the output of the temperature sensor at an ambient temperature of 0 °C, if measured with the ADC using the internal regulator as a reference voltage. 
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Supply Voltage Considerations (1 of 2)

 Process technology change and second voltage regulator added
 VDD output now 3.45 V instead of 3.3 V
 Second regulator provides 1.8 V

• Additional registers to support the regulator functionality (REG01CN)
• Can be placed in a low power mode

 VIO pin added on some devices in case the port input/output voltages are 
required to be different from the VDD that the device is operating

 VDD monitor threshold voltage changes
 Porting considerations

• None for firmware, but care must be observed for electrical connections

Feature C8051F34A C8051T63x/32x

Supply voltage range 2.7–3.6 V 1.8–3.6 V

3.3 V regulator for VDD Yes No

3.45 V regulator for VDD No Yes

1.8 V regulator for internal core voltage No Yes

Maximum voltage on any I/O pin 5.8 V *VDD + 3.6 V (5.8V max)

*If supply voltage reduced to 0 V then voltage at the pin must be less than 3.6 V

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The 3.3 V regulator sourced by Vregin on the F34A is used to output a 3.3 V signal on the VDD pin that can be used to power external devices.  The T62x and T32x families have a 3.45 V regulator instead of a 3.3 V regulator sourced by Vregin.  There are no firmware requirements when looking into the different supply rails.  Any design considerations regarding the power pertains to the external connections.
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Supply Voltage Considerations (2 of 2)

 VIO considerations
 VIO ≤ VDD

 Not all packages have a VIO pin
 Reset can be pulled up to VDD

 VPP considerations
 When using in-application programming (IAP) a 4.7 uF capacitor is required on 

the VPP pin
 It is not recommended to use the VPP pin as GPIO if IAP to be used

• If GPIO and IAP are required then the external circuit on the pin must not provide a 
load when the programming is enabled

VPP

VIO

VDD

4.7 µF

VREGIN

VBUS

1.0 µF 0.1 µF

1.0 µF 0.1 µF

Typical Connections

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are several considerations when choosing the specific device in the family.  In particular, the number of pins in the package determines certain connectivity of the supply voltages.  Some packages have a separate VIO supply pin that allows the connection of different logic levels to the MCU.  In other cases, the package does not have a VIO pin external and the IO voltage should be treated as though it were connected to VDD.  Another aspect to consider is the VPP voltage.  If the system is going to take advantage of in system programming then a 4.7uF capacitor is required on the VPP pin.  This is used to provide the programming voltage to the MCU and it is not recommended to attach any other components to this pin.  If the system will not use the IAP feature then the pin can be used as general purpose I/O.
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Low Power Modes and Clocking

 Suspend mode operation turns off the internal oscillator
 C8051F34A requires USB resume signaling or VBUS interrupt to exit suspend
 C8051T62x/32x devices exit suspend using

• Resume signaling or VBUS interrupt
• Port match
• Timer 3 if running from external oscillator or the low frequency internal oscillator

 Clocking options vary between devices
 Porting considerations

• CLKMUL register remains across all devices for compatibility even though the internal 
oscillator is used to drive the USBCLK directly

Feature C8051F34A C8051T62x

Internal calibrated 24.5 MHz oscillator (divided by 1, 2, 4 or 8) Yes No

Internal calibrated 48 MHz oscillator (divided by 1,2,4 or 8) No Yes

Internal 80 kHz oscillator (divided by 1, 2, 4 or 8) Yes Yes

External CMOS clock (digital input) Yes Yes

External oscillator in RC or capacitor mode Yes Yes

External oscillator in crystal oscillator mode Yes Yes

E l ill  f d i  l k l i li Y N

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The C8051T62x, C8051T32x, and C8051F34A have a power-saving mode called Suspend Mode, which is a function of the internal 48 MHz oscillator and is entered by setting the SUSPEND bit in the OSCICN register to “1”.  When placed into suspend mode, the 48 MHz oscillator reverts to a very low-power state where it is no longer oscillating but can wake quickly and begin clocking the device again on certain events. The C8051T62x and C8051T32x devices are able to wake-up from multiple sources, while the C8051F34A will only wake on a non-idle USB event or VBUS interrupt. On the ‘T62x and ‘T32x devices, one of the new wake-up events is the port match feature, which allows the device to wake on specified logic states of Port 0 and Port 1 pins. If Timer 3 is runningfrom an external oscillator source or the internal low-frequency oscillator, a Timer 3 overflow can wake the device from suspend mode. 
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Additional Features

 SMBus/I2C
 Optional hardware address 

recognition and automatic ACK
• Reduces firmware overhead

 Port match
 Allows system events to be triggered 

by a logic value change on a port pin
 Can generate interrupts
 Can wake the device from suspend 

mode

 PCA
 Includes 9, 10 and 11 bit PWM 

generation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are several enhancements added to the newer devices.  Some peripheral enhancements are shown here.  The SMBus now provides hardware addressing and acknowledgement to reduce the firmware overhead required to service transfers.  The port match feature allows system events to be triggered by a logic value change on Port 0 or Port 1.  These events can be used to generate interrupts or wake the MCU from the suspended state.  The PCA provides new modes to generate different PWM signaling.  In addition to the standard 8 or 16-bit PWM options found on the C8051F34A family, the C8051T62x and C8051T32x families include 9, 10, and 11-bit PWM options in hardware.
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Developing USB OTP Applications
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The C8051T62x/32x Development Kit

 Kit contents for C8051T620 and C8051T622
 C8051T62x motherboard
 C8051T62x emulation daughter board with C8051F34A installed
 Socket daughter board (one of the following):

• C8051T62x QFN 32-pin (C8051T620DK)
• C8051T622 QFN 24-pin (C8051T622DK)

 Twenty device samples (one of the following):
• C8051T620-GM (C8051T620DK)
• C8051T622-GM (C8051T622DK)

 C8051Txxx development kit quick-start guide
 Product information CD-ROM includes:

• Silicon Labs Integrated Development Environment (IDE)
• Evaluation version of 8051 development tools (macro assembler, linker, C compiler)
• Source code examples and register definition files
• Documentation

 AC-to-DC universal power adapter
 Two USB cables

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The C8051T620 and C8051T622 Development Kits include an Emulation Daughter Board (EDB) and a QFN Socket Daughter Board (QFN-DB). The EDB has an installed C8051F34A device, which is a Flash-based device that can be used for the majority of C8051T62x/32x code development. The QFN-DB is intended to allow both programming and system-level debugging of C8051T62x/32x devices directly.  A C8051T62x/32x device cannot be erased once it has been programmed; so, it is advisable to use the C8051F34A for the majority of code development.
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Required Software

 Required software
 Silicon Labs IDE or 3rd party IDE
 C compiler—code limited evaluation versions supplied with the kit 

 Recommended software
 Configuration wizard—Configuration Wizard 2
 Virtual com port (VCP) drivers
 ToolStick Terminal
 uVision driver for Keil if using the uVision IDE

Software can be downloaded at 
http://www.silabs.com/mcudownloads

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At a minimum, developers will need a compiler and an integrated development environment (IDE) to develop the code and debug the system.  The Silicon Labs IDE can be downloaded from the website shown.  Included in the IDE download are many code examples for each device family.  This is a great way to get each of the peripheral up and running quickly.  In addition there are application examples such as USB examples for HID, bulk and interrupt.  The Configuration Wizard is a great tool to see how the crossbar will get configured based on the enabled peripherals as well as to set up the peripheral for a different mode then what the examples provide.  The output is a code initialization file that can be added to the project.  On the motherboard there is a second USB connection that provides the capability to output data through the C8051F34a/T62x devices UART and pass the data to the PC via the USB.  The VCP driver enables the communications between the Silicon Labs CP210x device and the host.
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Using the Kits
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Attaching a Daughter Card

 Development can start using the flash-based C8051F34A
 Plug the C8051T62x EDB emulation daughter board into the motherboard 

sockets P1 and P2 (C8051T62x EDB has the C8051F34A device)

Using the C8051F34A for Development

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To start application development for the OTP devices we will first develop the code on a flash-based device that we can re-flash many times.  This reduces development costs by not wasting OTP MCU s during the coding process.  The kit provides a development daughter card called the C8051T62x EDB.  This board has the C8051F34A flash MCU installed that has many of the same features of the OTP devices and can be used for the majority of the development as was seen from the last section.  Install the emulation daughter board onto the mother board by connecting to the P1 and P2 sockets on the mother board.
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Making Mother Board Connections

 Verify jumper settings with the DK user’s guide

 Connect USB cable to the mother board P5
 Provides code download and debug capability
 Provides interface to targets UART peripheral if enabled using J11

 Connect the AC/DC power adapter to the barrel plug P3

AC/DC supply 
connection

USB debug 
connectionDefault jumper 

settings are 
highlighted

Using the C8051F34A for Development

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A Universal Serial Bus (USB) connector (P5) provides the onboard debug and programming interface. The debug/programming MCU and associated circuitry are powered through the USB connector, which can also supply the rest of the motherboard by routing the USB Debug Adapter's power through J6. The USB Debug Adapter also provides a data communications interface that can be used when the debug adapter is not debugging or programming a C8051T62x/32x device. Verify that all of the jumper settings match those shown in the diagram.  The configuration takes power from the wall adapter and provides the capability to use the UART of the MCU to communicate to the host using the VCP driver.  Connect the power supply to the P3 barrel connector, a USB cable from the P5 connector directly to the PC.  The debugger is integrated on to the mother board so no other adapters are required.
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Verify Tool Flow

 Build a sample project
 Open T620_Blinky_C.wsp project using the Silicon Labs IDE

• Found in the C:\Silabs\MCU\Examples\C8051T620_1_T320_3 directory
 Build, connect, download and run the project

Build

1

Connect

2

Download

3

Run

4

Stop

5

Note we are using the 
C8051F34A target board

Silicon Labs IDE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As part of the Silicon Labs IDE install there is a c:\Silabs\MCU\Examples directory that is created.  This directory has examples for all of the peripherals for all of the MCUs.  One example that is provided with each device is a blinky.c project.  This is a great way to test the tool flow to verify that code can be written and compiled.  Also, it can verify that the IDE can connect to the device, download the code and debug the application.  Once the blinky.c project has been verified we can start developing our custom applications.  Notice that we ran this test using the daughter card with the C8051F34A device using the code from the C8051T620 directory.  As mentioned, code from one device can run on the others.
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Blinking the LED

When the application is running LED1 should be blinking

Code can be modified and downloaded multiple times using the C8051F34A

Running the Test Application

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When blinky.c is running the LED labeled LED1 should be blinking.  If there are any errors along the way to getting the LED to blink then check connections, jumper settings and verify that the latest IDE is being used.  If problems persist contact MCU technical support online (www.silabs.com/contacttechnicalsupport).
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Developing the Application

 Make modifications to the example code to provide the required 
system functionality (recommended) or write the application from 
scratch

 Using the flash-based C8051F34A many code iterations can be 
done without having to burn the code into the OTP device
 Since OTP devices can only be programmed once they would have to be 

discarded after each code test

Program

Test

Program

Test

Modify Code Modify Code

OTP Code FlowFlash Code Flow

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now that the tool flow has been verified we can write the custom application code.  All of the peripherals can be set up and the application code written targeting the C8051F34A device.  This enables us to make changes and test the code without the penalty of wasted devices.  The flow shown for the flash devices shows a single MCU being used for many iterations of code.  The OTP flow shows that if the code did not work and reprogramming were necessary we would have to discard the MCU.  By using the flash-based MCU the development time and costs are significantly reduced.
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Porting the Application to the OTP Device

 Once the application code has been completed on the flash-based 
MCU migrate the project to the OTP version
 Make necessary porting changes based on MCU differences
 USB clock recovery step size

OTP Code FlowFlash Code Flow

Clock Recovery Port Example

Presenter
Presentation Notes
After all of the code has been completed using the C8051F34A device we can now port to the OTP device to take advantage of the device specific features outlined previously.  In this example we see that there is a modification required to the clock recovery when using the USB peripheral.  The default value written to the register needs to be changed between the flash and OTP devices.
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Using the Oscillator

 Internal oscillator is now 48 MHz instead of 12 MHz

 For backward compatibility the clock multiplier registers remain 
although they provide no functionality

Code remains from the C8051F34A.  It can 
be removed when using the C8051T62x.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The OTP devices provide a calibrated 48 MHz internal oscillator.  The flash device has a 12 MHz internal oscillator that gets multiplied up to the 48 MHz that is required for full speed USB operation.  All of the registers still exist for the multiplier in the OTP devices such that the existing code will operate on both devices with no adverse affects on the devices without the multiplier.  The code used for the multipliers can be removed and functionality will remain the same.
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Applications with an ADC

 Voltage reference options can be optimized for dynamic range

 C8051T62x/32x is single ended and doesn’t have a mux for the negative 
input

 SAR clock can remain the same or can be increased for faster sample rates

OTP Code FlowFlash Code Flow
ADC Example

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The analog peripherals on the OTP devices have the broadest changes and require the most attention if the newer features are required.  Here we see some of the changes that can be made.  The default reference setting can be used, but can also be changed to take advantage of the different options available, such as the 1.2V reference or the internal regulator option.  The OTP devices are all single ended input versus the differential capability of the C8051F34A device.  Insure that when writing the code for the flash version that the negative input mux register is set to the GND setting.  This is the default setting for the OTP devices.  The SAR clock can be modified to a faster rate if the application requires.  In this example we see that the conversion time was left the same and the SAR clock register setting remained unchanged.
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Measuring Temperature

 Temperature sensor measurements differ between the two families
 Transfer function of the temperature sensors is different

 OTP devices have temperature compensation at 0 ˚C using VDD

•Compensation value stored 
in code memory

ADC uses VDD as VREF
Mux input set to temp sensor

•Firmware uses the new slope, offset and 
compensation to determine temperature

OTP Code Flow

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another aspect of the analog peripherals that has changed is the temperature sensor.  Each sensor has its own characteristics and response to temperature.  In order to determine the temperature value the sensor is characterized over the full operating temperature range.  This in turn generates a transfer function that the firmware can use to determine the temperature based on the voltage measurement.  Each temperature sensor has its own transfer function and thus, porting from the flash based device to the OTP device requires the firmware to implement the algorithm that represents the new transfer function.  In addition, the new temperature sensor has a single point calibration value stored in the memory.  This calibration point is for 0 degrees C and uses VDD as the reference voltage.  The example firmware shown provides an illustration of the high level steps required to monitor the temperature using this new offset value.
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Change the Daughter Card

 Once code porting has been completed
 Attach the C8051T620 SKT DB daughter card into the motherboard sockets P1 

and P2 
• C8051T62x QFN SKT DN has a socket for the specific device package
• Sample devices provided in the kit

Attaching the C8051T62x Daughter Card

Place one of the samples in 
the socket and verify that the 

pin 1 designations match

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now that we have ported all of the code required to the OTP device we can set up the hardware to allow us to program and test the application.  Replace the daughter board with the C8051F34A device for the daughter board with the C8051T62x socket adapter.  Plug the daughter board onto the P1 and P2 connectors of the mother board.  Place one of the sample devices in the socket adapter making sure the pin one designations line up.
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Build, Download and Run the Application

 Test the OTP application
 Build, connect, download and run the project

Build

1

Connect

2

Download

3

Run

4

Stop

5

Note we are using the 
C8051T620 target board

Silicon Labs IDE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We can now build, download and test the code using the OTP device.  Remember that once the device has been programmed you will have to remove it from the socket and replace it with a new device if different firmware is required to be downloaded.
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 Product data sheets available (www.silabs.com/USB)

 Data shorts available (www.silabs.com/USB) 

 Example code included on IDE installation (www.silabs.com/MCUdownloads)

 USBXpress drivers (www.silabs.com/USBXpress)

 Application Notes available (www.silabs.com/USB)
 AN169 USBXpress programmer’s guide
 AN200 USB boot loader with shared USBXpress library 
 AN220 USB driver customization
 AN249 Human interface device tutorial
 AN368 Difference between the C8051F34A and the C8051T62x and 

C8051T32x device families
 AN455 Porting code for C8051F320/1 devices to C8051T320/1 devices
 AN456 Porting code for C8051F326/7 devices to C8051T326/7 devices
 AN456 Porting code for C8051F326/7 to C8051T326/7 devices
 AN532 HID library API specification 

 Best-in-class product support and comprehensive software ecosystem
 Silicon Labs offers free vendor PID (www.silabs.com/products/mcu/Pages/request-PID.aspx) 
 Pre-programming services 

Available Documentation and Software 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now, let’s have a quick look at all the documentation and software that is available for these products.  Data sheets are available at www.silabs.com/USB.  The integrated development environment (IDE) and code examples are available at www.silabs.com/MCU downloads.  The USBXpress development kit is also available at www.silabs.com/USBXpress.aspx.A large number of step by step application notes are also available at www.silabs.com/USB.  Additionally, Silicon Labs offers a free vendor PID (product ID) at (www.silabs.com/products/mcu/Pages/request-PID.aspx)     
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Summary
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Summary 

 Silicon Labs USB solutions are designed to reduce cost, simplify design 
and shorten development time
 Best-in-class analog capabilities five times faster than any competitor
 Accomplish more work in less time with a high performance processing core
 USB crystal-less operation capability
 OTP versions for cost sensitive applications

 22 new products supported by a comprehensive development ecosystem
 Production-ready software 
 Step-by-step application notes and code examples
 Easy-to-learn development tools

 Pin and code compatible enabling an easy migration path
 C8051F38x is pin and code compatible with the C8051F34x  
 OTP C8051T32x is compatible with flash-based C8051F32x enabling a cost reduction 

path

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In summary, Silicon Labs’ USB solutions are designed to reduce cost, simplify design and shorten development time, based on the following key features:1) Best-in-class analog capabilities with superior performance than any competitor with an equivalent USB product.  A high performance ADC that is five times faster than any competitor with 10 bit resolution and 500 ksps sampling rate and high-speed comparators that are 50%  faster than any competitor2) High performance processing core up to 48 MIPS enables lower power consumption.  By allowing the system to stay in low power modes for longer periods of time.  There is also enough processing power to emulate custom or standard peripherals without compromising performance. 3) USB crystal-less operation capability that allows full USB operation without the need for an external crystal.  This reduces BOM cost by eliminating an external crystal and other associated components  4) OTP versions for cost sensitive applications (C8051T62x/32x) The new USB families bring together 22 new USB products supported by production ready-software, step by step application notes and easy to learn development tools.Finally, another key attribute of these product families are the pin and code compatibility with existing products enabling customers to easily migrate.  Customers will be able to add new functionality based on the new and enhanced features that these new USB families have or explore a cost reduction by migrating to OTP based devices.
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